“Vanguard represents the best opportunity to both plug in with everything that’s going on at the Aspen Institute and with the people in San Francisco, New York, and Washington, DC that are a thinly sliced peer network.” – Randall Bone, Vanguard Chapter Advisory Committee Member

The Vanguard Chapter of the Society of Fellows delivers intellectually-engaging dialogue for the under-45 demographic of Aspen Institute supporters. This dynamic community of peers serves as a portal for engagement with the Aspen Institute. Members enjoy a distinct set of privileges offered exclusively to members of our Society of Fellows (SOF). Fellows are the Aspen Institute’s closest friends and philanthropic partners helping advance the Institute’s mission of values-based leadership and dialogue on the issues critical to our world today.

Privileges

Exclusive Society of Fellows Programming in Aspen, New York City, San Francisco, and Washington D.C.

- **Ten Vanguard Chapter Programs Annually**: These programs feature a speaker or panel format with discussion and Q&A.
- **Six SOF Symposia Annually**: An opportunity to have a seat at the table with leading experts for 1-3 day deep dive conversations in a roundtable format.
- **20 SOF Luncheons, Forums, and Discussion Receptions Annually**
- **SOF Hotline**: Access to a dedicated line for email and telephone requests.
Special Access to Aspen Institute Programming

- **Public Lectures**: Priority access to reserved tickets for the Gildenhorn Book Series (Washington, DC), the Tisch Leadership Series (New York, NY), the Morris Lecture Series: Leadership & Innovation (San Francisco, CA), and the Hurst, McCloskey, and Murdock Lecture Series (Aspen, CO).
- **Private Institute Gatherings**: The opportunity to sit in on closed door discussions and private policy program meetings.
- **Public Programs (Aspen Ideas Festival, Washington Ideas Forum, Aspen Security Forum, etc.)**: Opportunity to register early and receive discounts for these flagship programs.

Levels of Membership

There are multiple levels of annual membership available to Society of Fellows under the age of 45. Vanguard Chapter memberships begin at $650 for an individual and $1,000 for a couple. Additional levels of membership for this demographic are available for those seeking greater engagement with the Aspen Institute and access to more intimate gatherings with speakers throughout the year.

Join Now

For information on joining the Vanguard Chapter of the Society of Fellows at any level of membership, contact Silbi Stainton at (970) 544-7924 or email silbi.stainton@aspeninstitute.org. You may also visit us online at https://my.aspeninstitute.org/SOF/Join.